Off-vertical axis rotational responses in patients with unilateral peripheral vestibular lesions.
Off-vertical axis rotation (OVAR) stimulates the otolith organs in a manner that is suitable for assessment of the otolith-ocular reflex. To further assess the potential clinical usefulness of OVAR, the eye movement responses of seven patients with surgically confirmed unilateral peripheral vestibular lesions were compared with the eye movement responses of a group of age-matched, healthy, asymptomatic control subjects. Patients and controls were tested with constant velocity rotations that followed a brief period of angular acceleration (velocity trapezoid) using either earth-vertical axis (EVA) rotation or OVAR. Both EVA and OVAR sinusoidal velocity profiles were also performed. Results indicated that each patient had 1) an asymmetric OVAR response, ie, a bias component whose direction was opposite normal when rotating toward the lesioned ear, and 2) a normal modulation component. Population data suggested that patients had 1) a more rapid decay of response than normal subjects during OVAR velocity trapezoids, 2) an increased phase lead as compared to normal subjects during sinusoidal OVAR, and 3) like normal subjects, a less rapid decay of response during OVAR velocity trapezoids than during EVA rotational velocity trapezoids. Taken together, these findings suggest that patients with unilateral peripheral vestibular deficits have abnormal otolith-ocular and semicircular canal-ocular reflexes but that a single labyrinth appears to provide an otolithic signal sufficient for qualitatively normal semicircular canal-otolith interaction.